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Abstract—Energy Internet (EI) is proposed as the evolution of smart grid, aiming to integrate various forms of energy into a highly

flexible and efficient grid that provides energy packing and routing functions, similar to the Internet. As an essential part in EI system,

a scalable and interoperable communication infrastructure is critical in system construction and operation. In this article, we survey the

recent research efforts on EI communications. The motivation and key concepts of EI are first introduced, followed by the key

technologies and standardizations enabling the EI communications as well as security issues. Open challenges in system complexity,

efficiency, reliability are explored and recent achievements in these research topics are summarized as well.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to the latest statistics [1], [2], [3], our existing
computation and communication systems (e.g., data centers
and cellular networks) have over-reliance on fossil fuel in
current power system, and the imbalance between energy
supply and demand is in continuous deterioration. Smart
grid (SG) [4], [5], [6] has been proposed as the next-genera-
tion power grid, and attracts attention from both industry
and acadamia. Different from traditional power grid with a
tree-like hierarchical structure, smart grid enables two-way
flows of electricity and information to create a widely dis-
tributed and automated energy delivery system.

Although smart grid is promising, recent studies and
experiments show that it is still inadequate to address the
challenges of growing complexity, variability, and high vol-
ume of the energy loads because of following reasons: (1)
Smart grid accommodates and manages only a single-form
energy, i.e., electricity. But in practice, energy can be gener-
ated, delivered and consumed in different forms, such as
chemical, thermal and electromagnetic energy; (2) The elec-
tricity flows in smart grid are still delivered over existing
power distribution grid. Although smart grid promises
two-way electricity flows between consumers and power
facilities, it has limited flexibility on energy flow scheduling
and routing, leading to local energy sharing and suboptimal
resource utilization.

Energy Internet (EI) [7], which is regarded as the evolu-
tion of smart grid, aims to sustainable computing by inte-
grating various energy forms into a highly flexible grid
similar to the Internet. It provides energy packing and rout-
ing functions in the global scale. The concept of EI has been
proposed for more than a decade, but its definition has not
reached a consensus. Huang et al. [8] treat the EI as an
energy delivery and management system including existing
power system and distributed energy sources. In the view
of E-energy [9], EI is the combination of information and
communication technologies (ICT) as well as the energy sys-
tem. Digital Grid (DG) in Japan focuses on building an EI
system by connecting microgrids using DG routers [10].

A typical EI system consists of three subsystems: energy
subsystem, information subsystem, and network subsys-
tem, which are connected by energy routers. As shown in
Fig. 1, the energy router is the core of EI, and connects three
subsystems by enabling both energy and data flow forward-
ing. Xu et al. [11] first introduced the concept of energy
router with two major functions: dynamic scheduling of
energy flows and real-time communications between power
devices. Later, several visions on architectural design of
energy router, such as energy hub [12], E-energy [13], digital
grid router (DGR) [14], have been proposed by integrating
information and communication technologies.

Communication technologies are critical to realize the
promises of EI, and have melted into the information and
network subsystems by connecting different components of
EI to enable real-time monitoring, controlling and manage-
ment. The information subsystem consists of intelligent
sensing and computing infrastructure. It serves as an open
platform for data gathering, analysis and management.
The network subsystem connects all devices in the EI
system by using wired and wireless technologies, such as
ZigBee [15], WiMAX [16], cognitive radio (CR) [17], cellular

communications [18], and software-defined network (SDN)
[19]. These technologies are combined in EI to implement
real-time monitoring of customers’ demands and optimal
energy allocation. For instance, SDN can be applied in EI to
effectively support energy scheduling to satisfy the custom-
ized demands [20]. Although some technologies have been
already applied in smart grid, there are many open chal-
lenges in integrating them into EI with multiple energy
forms and flexible energy control. For example, the auto-
matic and real-time communication between different users
necessitates the information and communications systems
with two-way communication capability, high transmission
rate, and low latency that the smart grid cannot support.

With the help of communication technologies, EI system is
constructed to realize the integration of information flow and
energy flow [21]. Information subsystem has processing
capability to predict and monitor the changes in extreme
unstable power production, supply, and users’ demands.
Meanwhile, energy subsystem is responsible for energy
transformation and scheduling. Features of distribution,
openness and interconnectivity enable EI to intelligently
manage both energy flow and information aswell as promote
operation efficiency. However, on the other hand, such fea-
tures also make EI be a vulnerable system. Any malicious
attack on a subsystem, either on the information flow or on
the energy flow,may raise unprecedented disaster. For exam-
ple, Stuxnet was a well-known malware program which
intruded a large number of equipments in Iran nuclear power
station and caused massive damages [22]. Similar malware
program intrusion behaviors in energy system also happened
in US and many other countries [23]. The interconnection of
energy equipments, programs, applications, energy big data,
power provides and terminal costumers shall raise more
security threats. Exploit attack, malicious hack, eavesdrop-
ping and other serious bugs in either subsystem may incur
unprecedented security problems to the whole system. In
addition, privacy protection is another critical security issue
as the customers’ privacy information, without careful pro-
tection, are prone to be acquired bymalicious attackers.

There are several articles [24], [25], [26], [146], [147], [148]
that survey the recent work about smart grid, but the
achievements in EI communication are seldom summa-
rized. Wang et al. [27] introduce the concepts and character-
istics of EI, and discuss EI infrastructure as well as related

Fig. 1. Energy routers in EI.
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information technologies. They present the existing EI proto-
types and compare them with traditional power grid and
smart grid. Cao et al. [28] present an EI model where the
energy router is regarded as the core switching devices. The
existing supporting technologies and deployment issues are
discussed. These two articles only give general descriptions
about EI by introducing concepts and visions. Wang et al. [29]
present a communication architecture for EI based on power
electricity, and discuss several candidate information and
communication technologies that can be applied in EI. Wang
et al. [159] provided a survey on the basic concepts of EI and
some technologies that could be used in EI. In addition, the
differences among these surveys are discussed in Table 1. As
can be seen from the table, these existing surveys have paid
little attention to the communication technologies in EI.

This paper provides a comprehensive survey for the
EI communication system and make the following
contributions:

� We provide a detailed discussion of recent achieve-
ments in energy router, information, network
aspects, standardizations, and security issues in EI
communications.

� We discuss in detail the definitions and designs for
the existing energy routers.

� We provide a review of communication technologies
and give a comparison in the information and net-
work aspects.

� We provide a survey of security issues from the
aspects of requirements, potential solutions and
remaining problems.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the motivation and concepts of the EI system. In
Section 3, we introduce major communication techniques in
three aspects: energy router, information sensing and proc-
essing, and network technologies. Section 4 introduce the
overview of EI communication security and potential solu-
tions. Section 5 reviews the recent standardizations in EI
communications. Section 6 discusses the challenges and
future work. Conclusion is given in Section 7.

2 MOTIVATIONS AND CONCEPTS

In this section, we first present the motivations of the EI by
highlighting its differences from smart grid. Then, we intro-
duce the EI communication infrastructure and its main
functions.

2.1 Motivations

Our current electric grid was designed and built several
decades ago when most homes has only small energy
demands. The electricity is delivered from power plants to
local communities, and consumers are billed once a month.
It is difficult for the grid to respond to ever-changing and
rising energy demands.

Smart grid aims to enhance the existing electric grid by
enabling a two-way interaction between power plants and
consumers. Smart meters and sensors are deployed to moni-
tor the real-time power consumption and the health of power
grid. Furthermore, renewable energy sources, such as solar
and wind, are integrated into the power grid for cost saving.

Fang et al. [30] studied the smart infrastructure system, the
smart management system, and the smart protection system
in smart grid, and investigate the future directions and chal-
lenges. Erol-Kantarci et al. [31] explored an energy-efficient
communication architecture for smart grid, which includes
Home Area Networks (HAN), Neighborhood Area Net-
works (NAN) and Wide Area Networks (WAN), based on
wireless, wired and optical technologies. Bera et al. [32] dis-
cussed the cloud computing for energy management, infor-
mationmanagement, and security issues in smart grid.

Since the main components of smart grid are still built
based on existing electric grid, it cannot address all weak-
nesses and the efficiency improvement is very limited. For
an instance, in smart grid, the energy is distributed from gen-
eration sources to local electrical loads. The bi-directional
energy transmission can only be conducted in a limited
region due to the vehicle-to-grid technologies. The electric
vehicles can charging their batteries from the grid and also
can feedback the electricity to the grid. In a wide area, the
energy flow can only be in a one-way transmission as the
energy flow is transmitted from high voltage network to low
voltage network. In addition, As the evolution of smart grid,
the EI takes one giant step forward by introducing a novel
power generation and distribution paradigm based on the
energy router, a completely new design for energy and infor-
mation exchange over longer distances. Themain differences
between smart grid and EI are listed as follows.

� The EI accommodates energy in multiple forms, such
as chemical, thermal and electromagnetic energy,
from distributed energy sources [33], while smart
grid can deal with only electricity distribution.

� EI integrates energy and information exchange into a
single infrastructure based on the energy router. In
smart grid, energy is delivered over existing power
grid, and information exchange is based on Internet.

� EI is constructed to achieve energy balance between
supply and demand based on the Internet, distrib-
uted intelligence, and big data applications on a
large-scale level. But in SG, the energy coordination
is mainly enabled by a localized approach.

In order to widen the range of interconnection of power
systems, multiple advanced communication technologies
are in great need. An efficient and interoperable communica-
tion infrastructure is an essential part of EI system, which is
responsible for effective and real-time energy management
between interconnected equipment and systems. The EI
communication infrastructure is constructed based on the
communication structures of Internet and SG, but they are
not the same. Compared with Internet communication and
SG communication, EI communication is different in several
aspects, as shown in Table 2. EI communication mainly uti-
lizes energy router to implement the delivery and manage-
ment of both distributed renewable energy andmulti-source
data, while Internet communication and SG communication
are designed to transmit data and information. Generally,
the energy transmission is the heart of the distinction.

2.2 The EI Communication Infrastructure

Fig. 2 illustrates the EI communication infrastructure
consisting of distributed energy resources, management
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regions, and energy demands from residents, factories
and electric vehicles. Distributed energy sources mainly
include solar electricity, wind turbine, hydroelectricity,
and energy storage [34]. Management regions contain
data center, control center, and smart energy management
system. Energy routers are deployed to provide energy
and communication services [35], [144], [145]. For
instance, a wide area grid is constructed to enable the
energy and information exchange among different
regions, where energy routers play vital roles in EI com-
munication to realize intelligent energy management [36].
The energy routers in wide area network are responsible
for the allocation of global energy and they can provide
the bidirectional control of energy flows and the function
of devices grouping. In addition, energy routers connect-
ing distributed resources can achieve energy distribution
and optimization. In management regions, both data
center and control center help EI to conduct smart
energy management in user side and power side. Mean-
while, electricity information acquisition control and
monitoring of electricity quality can be implemented by
smart meters.

In EI communication, the data volume could reach up
to petabytes or even larger, causing energy network con-
gestion. Many effective communication technologies
such as fiber optical, power line communication, cellular
communication, and CR, are proposed to increase
throughput, prevent network congestion, and guarantee
secure transmission in EI.

The main purpose of EI communication based on energy
routers is to enable the information exchange to achieve
real-time balance between energy generation and consump-
tion. Thus, there are several functions equipped with the
communication infrastructure in EI system as follows:

2.2.1 Energy Management

Unlike SG, the EI system needs to manage different types of
energy in a large scale. To implement correct and efficient
energy management, energy routers need to monitor energy
generators, the quality of energy flows, and energy con-
sumption in real-time. Meanwhile, energy routers can
schedule energy flows for flexible and efficient energy
management.

TABLE 2
The Distinctions Between Internet Communication, WSN Communication, SG Communication, and EI Communication

Categories Internet communication
[27]

WSN communication
[149]

SG communication
[24]

EI communication
[29]

Characteristics Data transmission Data transmission Information
transmission

Energy and information
transmission

Service objects Multi-source
heterogeneous data

Multi-source
sensor data

Multi-source
heterogeneous data

Multiple distributed renewable
energy and Multi-source
heterogeneous data

Routing equipment Network routers
and switches

Sensor nodes Smart meters Energy routers and smart routers

Functionality

Network
interconnection

Network
interconnection

Grid interconnection Grid interconnection

Data processing
(including firewall)

Data acquisition
and processing

Data processing Data and energy
transmission processing
(including isolation in
power transmission)

Network management Data management Grid management Grid management

Standards setting Many international
wired and wireless
transmission standards
are available

Many standards and
protocols applicable
to the particular
scenario

Few national standards
are available, more
international standards
are being set up

Not available

TABLE 1
The Comparison with Related Survey Articles

Subject

Survey articles

Smart grid EI

[24] [25] [26] [146] [147] [27] [28] [29] [148] [159]

Communication

Requirement @ @ @ @ @
Technologies @ @ @ @ @ @ @

Security @ @ @
Standards @ @

Energy router @ @ @
Architecture @ @ @ @ @ @
Application @ @ @
Cyber security @ @
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2.2.2 Grid Operation Management

Grid operation management is also important for EI. In SG,
the grid management depends on the technologies in power
transmission and distribution network. Energy routers in EI
provide two modes: the grid-tie mode and the islanding
mode for grid operation management [11]. In the grid-tie
mode, energy routers are considered as energy flow regula-
tors to balance energy supply and demand. In the islanding
mode, the microgrid can be disconnected from the main
grid by energy routers for protection.

2.2.3 Real-Time Interaction with User Terminals

EI is able to interact with user equipments and generate end
behaviors through intelligent agent terminal. Based on real-
time communication and measurement technologies. It can
make accurate estimation on the power generation and con-
sumption and provide customized energy using plans for
users to choose.

2.2.4 Plug-and-Play

With the lower cost of distributed generation equipment,
non-hardware cost (e.g., complicated installation and inter-
connection) has been accounted for an increasing proportion.
Moreover, the fixed topology can also reduce the flexibility
and security of the EI system. Therefore EI should support

plug-and-play technology so that the grid can accommodate
various power sources, especially distributed renewable
energy sources and energy storage devices [37]. The
advanced plug-and-play interface has the functions of power
conversion and open-standard-based communication. The
power conversion can be implemented via power electronic
converters. The communication interface can instantly recog-
nize the energy types of device connected to the grid and
make response to the energy interaction based on users’
requests. In order to fully exploit the plug-and-play function-
alities, the inter-operability issues should be solved first in
following three aspects: 1) Various energy equipment should
be recognized each other; 2) An universal standards and pro-
tocols need to be developed; 3) The integration management
of energy equipment should be implementedwell.

3 KEY TECHNOLOGIES

In order to achieve the realization of the EI systems, advanced
communication technology is the significant part to imple-
ment the information exchange. In this section, we present
key technologies for EI communication. The classification of
the key communication technologies is presented in Fig. 3.

3.1 Energy Router

The energy router is the core of energy generation, distribu-
tion and storage. Different from the conventional electric

Fig. 2. Vision of EI communication infrastructures.
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devices, the energy routers are expected to be provided with
the following features [150]. First, it could achieve a bidirec-
tional high-quality power conversion among different kinds
of terminals. Second it should equipped with plug-and-play
interfaces to support the seamless connection between end
users and electrical network. Third, it can achieve the opti-
mal energymanagement in the local grid or thewhole EI.

3.1.1 Overview of Energy Routers

EI has a fundamental view of the effective management of
the energy flow and information flow. Energy router is con-
sidered as an intelligent energy transformer and manage-
ment equipment. The overviews of energy router, energy
hub, DGR, and E-router are as follows and the comparison
between them is shown in Table 3.

� The energy router proposed by the FREEDM system
[38] behaves as an intelligent energy management
(IEM) node in EI, which consists of the solid state
transformer (SST) device, distributed grid intelli-
gence (DGI) software, and communication ports.
The distributed renewable energy resources (DRER),
distributed energy storage devices (DESD), and
power loads are all connected to energy routers.

� The Swiss Federal Science Institute Research Team
[12], [39] defined the energy hub, an unit for energy
conversion and storage. Energy hubs themselves

could be energy consumers that provides specific
services. For example, many facilities such as indus-
trial enterprises, commercial complexes, rural
regions, and transportation vehicles can be regarded
as energy hubs.

� The DGR is developed by the Japan federation of
digital power grid, which is entirely based on infor-
mation networks [14]. It connects existing power
grid and EI by allocating IP addresses to various
power grid equipments, such as generators, power
converters, wind farms, storage systems, and roof-
top solar cells. The base stations can be identified
with IP address by DGR to implement the energy
distribution.

� The E-router is defined by Shanghai Key Lab
of Power Station Automation Technology [13]. It
is an important equipment responsible for power
dispatching and managing multiple distributed
renewable energy sources in low-voltage delivery
networks. The E-router can be classified into dif-
ferent types, according to the design structures
and practical applications in terms of power trans-
formation, energy administration and network
communication.

3.1.2 Designs of Energy Routers

Favre-Perrod et al. [40], [41] designed an energy router as an
interface between various energy infrastructures and loads.
It can be implemented as either an energy hub or an energy
interconnector. An energy hub can conduct conversion,
monitoring and storage of multiple energy sources to
increase the reliability of power supply. As shown in Fig. 4,
four energy sources, electricity, natural gas, district heat
and wood chips, are connected to an energy hub that out-
puts electricity and energy for cooling and heating. In addi-
tion, the optimization of energy supply is enabled by
characterizing the hub’s inputs based on the cost, related
emissions, availability and so on.

An energy interconnector supports the intergrated trans-
mission of electricity, gas, and heat, as shown in Fig. 5.
When the electricity and gas is transmitted through a single

Fig. 3. The classification of communication technologies in EI system.

TABLE 3
The Comparison Among Energy Router,

Energy Hub, DGR, and E-Router

Types Energy router Energy hub DGR E-router

[38] [12], [39] [14] [13]

Energy flow @ @ @ @
Information flow @ @ @
Two-way
communication

@ @ @

Plug and play @ @ @
Multiple renewable
energy resources

@ @ @
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energy interconnector, the gas temperature will increase
because the heat losses are partially transferred to the gas.
At the end of the connection, the heat losses will be recov-
ered. As a result, electricity and gas transmission can be
conducted simultaneously, greatly improving the efficiency
of multiple energy transmission. However, the above
researches take a greenfield approach into consideration
without the concern of information transmission.

Xu et al. [7] suggested that the energy router should com-
bine two technologies: power transmissions and information
exchanges. The FREEDM project in the US uses the SST as a
core component of the energy router in EI. Fig. 6 shows their
proposed design of the energy router that integrates three
core modules: power electronics module, communications
module, and distributed grid intelligence module. Power
electronics module supporting plug-and-play is able to con-
vert the voltage. A series of sub-transformers can be used to
provide different voltage ports for various electrical applian-
ces. However, the energy in this energy router design is only
in the form of electricity. There are two components in the
communication module: the intra-communication compo-
nent and the inter-communication component. The latter
was designed as a communication board connected to the
controlled SST. Several network access technologies can be
adopted in the communication module, such as ZigBee,
Ethernet, and wireless LAN. Meanwhile, a protocol for the
communications between the communication module and
SSTwas designed. The latency performance of this proposed
module has been measured and the results cannot reach the
required latency boundary. Therefore, there is still a large
improvement on the communication delay. The grid intelli-
gence module is incorporated into SST controller broad. The
grid intelligence module uses the information collected from
the communications module in every energy router to make
the intelligent grid operation decisions on the management
of optimized energy generation and distribution.

Guo et al. [13] divided E-router into three categories: SST-
based E-router, multiport converter (MPC)-based E-router,
and power line communication (PLC)-based E-router. SST-
based E-router includes energy management module,
power electronic conversion module and plug-and-ply
interface, as same as the energy router in FREEDM project.
Comparing to the SST-based E-router, MPC-based E-router
achieves higher degree of reuse and integration [42], as
shown in Fig. 7. In MPC-based distributed energy system,
all kinds of subsystems can be contained, controlled by mul-
tiple port bidirectional converters to implement the energy
supply balance. Each subsystem includes distributed
energy sources, storage devices, and loads, connecting an
independent DC bus system by their own DC ports.

Fig. 5. The structure of energy interconnector [41]. Fig. 7. The structure of MPC-based E-router [13].

Fig. 4. The structure of energy hub [41].

Fig. 6. The structure of energy router [7].
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Unlike SST-based E-router and MPC-based E-router,
PLC-based E-router can achieve both energy and informa-
tion transmission with low cost and low volume. PLC is not
a new technique, dating back to the early 1900s [43]. In
order to implement the information management and trans-
mission in the aging power grid, PLC emerges again. The
low cost of PLC deployment is the most obvious advantage
compared to other wired communications. The existing dis-
tribution networks use transmission lines directly, greatly
reducing the investment on networks. Meanwhile, the
power line can form the most extensive networks and each
family can be easily involved in. However, in order to
achieve reliable long-distance communication with high
capacity in EI, PLC still has the following shortages: low
data transmission rates, limited bandwidth, signal attenua-
tion, and high noise. When it applied into energy routers,
the significant signal distortion and power loss cannot be
ignored. Since distribution system voltage dispatching
needs to realize the communication between substation and
distribution feeder without high transmission rates, PLC
technology becomes more challenging. Cheng et al. [44] pro-
posed relay-aided (RA-) PLC to address these issues. A
dual-hop amplify-and-forward (AF) based RA-PLC system
was investigated, and a comparison between AF-based RA-
PLC system capacity and direct link (DL)-PLC system
capacity was conducted with the signal attenuation model.
The proposed AF-based RA-PLC has the higher capacity
and provides more branches and lower load impedances.

However, in order to implement both energy and infor-
mation transmission simultaneously, conventional PLC tech-
nology still has some limitations, for example, the energy
flow in EI cannot implenment the time-division and multi-
path transmission. Therefore, Takuno et al. [45] proposed the
time-division multiplex (TDM) technologies emloyed in the
energy subsystem, as shown in Fig. 8. Each energy source is
divided into a number of power packets, containing a
header, a footer, and a piece of energy. Similar to the data
packets in the Internet, each power packet is labeled with the
information of senders and receivers. As a result, the energy

package is quantized at the source side. Then, these power
packets from different sources are multiplexed to the same
transmission line through TDM technologies. Once the
energy packages are received and decoupled at the load side,
the energy is distributed by E-router to the given destination.
Meanwhile, in considering of the intermittent and instability
of the renewable energy, a energy storage device is deployed
in the PLC-based E-router to improve the energy quality.

3.1.3 Spatial Deployment of Energy Routers

Based on above design, many research efforts focus on solv-
ing optimization problems in practical deployment. Hguyen
et al. [46] designed a topology of energy routers in the active
distribution network and studied the energy transmission
strategy in energy routers. Meanwhile, the multi-agent sys-
tem (MAS) is designed to enable the autonomous control of
energy routers in the active distribution network. Deng
et al. [47] studied the problem of optimal energy router allo-
cation and designed a particle swarm algorithm to decide
the installation locations of energy routers. Zhang et al. [48]
designed a reliable energy router topology to realize the
plug and play of photovoltaic cells (PVs) and circuit isola-
tion for the access of residential solar energy. Yi et al. [49]
proposed the concept of electric vehicle (EV) energy net-
work and analyzed the deployment of energy routers in EV
energy network to optimise the renewable energy usage.

3.2 Information Sensing and Processing

EI aims to provide flexible energy provision and sharing,
which relies on the information technologies, including
data sensing, gathering, transmission, processing, and ser-
vice. We elaborate key technologies of intelligent sensing
and information processing as follows.

3.2.1 Intelligent Sensing

Smart meters are installed at the customer side to obtain
information of real-time electricity consumption [7]. Rech
et al. [50] addressed that the smart meter works together
with controllers for energy management in a decentralised
hierarchical communication architecture in EI, consisting of
multiple layers. The controllers at the bottom layer acts as
gathering the energy requirements and production informa-
tion via smart meters and other information collection facili-
ties [51]. Electric energy are transferred from the bottom
layer to the upper layer to keep balance between the pro-
vider and the consumer. When energy-using units cannot
achieve the balance, the controller at bottom will send
energy requesting information to the upper controller and
cooperate with backbone bus structure to make
adjustments.

Nowadays, smart meters become the mainstream of
metering devices in the development of global power grid.
Each smart meter has a unique and addressable identifier to
enable the communication between users and power facili-
ties [52]. Jignesh et al. [53] designed a multi-agent system
with smart meters to manage the real-time power supply in
a huge geographic region. The multi-agent system provides
distributed analyses for fast restoration after failure by
studying the types of agents and behaviours to exchange
information.

Fig. 8. The structure of PLC-based E-router [13].
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3.2.2 Information Processing

Cloud computing technology can be used to process and
storage information in the EI system. A cloud structure for
information processing in EI has been proposed in [54]. As
shown in Fig. 9, wide area network cloud nodes (WCNs)
are deployed to offer cloud computing services (such as
energy transaction and electricity charging) in wide area,
while local area network cloud nodes (LCNs) are responsi-
ble for data processing (such as coordinating regional sour-
ces and forecasting community load) in microgrids. When
power shortage or surplus happens in distributed and
autonomous microgrids, they optimize power dispatching
according to the information provided by WCNs and LCNs.
Furthermore, the computational loads on WCNs and LCNs
are different and change with time. The WCN in the root of
Fig. 9 monitors real-time loads on LCNs as well as other

WCNs, and rebalances the computation loads by migrating
computing tasks among them.

A summingbird platform [55] has been proposed for
real-time information management by enabling cloud-based
data processing, flexible data sharing and robust system
control. It can support both batch and stream processing
based on Hadoop and Storm, respectively. The data mining
jobs, such as power demand forecast and usage pattern dis-
covery, are divided into small tasks that run multiple com-
puting nodes in parallel.

3.3 Network Technologies

The EI system can be considered as a vast network that con-
nect numerous devices and customers in an efficient and
reliable manner. Table 4 summarizes the current achieve-
ments and limitations of the network technologies in EI.

3.3.1 Software-Defined Networking

An innovative software-defined network platform with
three layers has been proposed in EI in [56]. The infrastruc-
ture layer at the bottom includes various wireless accessi-
ble devices like energy routers and virtual switches. The
control layer in the middle is based on the OpenFlow pro-
tocol and effectively controls network traffic by separating
the control plane and the data plane. The application layer
in the top connects with control layer via application pro-
gram interface (API). The application layer contains the
service offered by the network operator, such as mobility
management, traffic monitoring, and energy-efficient
networking.

Zhang et al. [57] proposed a SDN-based network archi-
tecture, including intelligent energy controller (IEC), data
center, and controller, for EI, as shown in Fig. 10. IEC moni-
tors local distributed energy generation and energy storage
devices and collects real-time information that are grouped
into several categories, such as power generation informa-
tion, electricity selling information and electricity purchase
information. Then, such data are transmitted to data center
via communication network for instant processing. Control-
lers communicate with IECs and data centers via the Open-
Flow protocol to manage the energy flow and data analysis.

Fig. 9. The structure of cloud computing in EI [54].

TABLE 4
Communication Technologies in Networks

Key Technologies Related Works Achievements Limitations

Software-defined networking

G. Zhang et al. [57] Propose a SDN based communication architec-
ture in EI for energy interconnection.

-High latency in
control networks

M. Celenlioglu et al. [58] Use SDN technology to set up an energy-aware
routing model in communication networks.

-Security issues
in controllers

M. Vuppuluri et al. [59] Design an optimized algorithm on controller to
construct a SDN based energy efficient network.

-Many protocols
are immature

Energy-efficient routing in CR A. Khan et al. [61] Show how to integrate CR based communica-
tion technology into EI system in different
regions.

-Reliability threats

R. Yu et al. [65] Put forward ADP approach based on CR
technology to optimize QoS.

-Maintenance of
reliable link

Cellular networks structure C. Kalalas et al. [68] Propose a novel cellular technology called D2D
communications in LTE standard.

-High monthly
charges

S. Bu et al. [69] Design a system based on Stackelberg game
model to descrease operational expense and
green house emission.

-Delay for call
establishment
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To construct reliable communication network in EI, every
data center need to connect two controllers at least so that
one of the controllers can act as data backup controller to
avoid data loss situations. Hence, the cluster technology is
introduced to coordinate and build a special communica-
tion mechanism between multiple controllers in EI.

Celenlioglu et al. [58] used the SDN technology to bulid
an energy-aware routing model for effective resource utili-
zation in EI communication networks. The controller uses
existing protocol to find paths between entry and exit
energy routers in advance. These pre-built paths can be
divided into operative ones and static ones. Operative paths
carry communication traffic between energy routers, while
static ones are in sleep. The controller can perform energy-
ware routing control by first deciding which paths should
be activated or deactivated for larger communication capac-
ity with lower energy consumption. Second, the controller
collects path information from energy routers and calculates
network traffic in an iterative manner to balance network
load according to path cost. Finally, a path resizing algo-
rithm is applied to make adjustments on communication
resource between under-used paths and over-used paths
in time.

Vuppuluri et al. [59] designed an optimized algorithm
to construct a SDN based energy efficient network. The
controller is regarded as a pluggable programming mod-
ule to manage network traffic and interact with other mod-
ules by writing code into it. In the algorithm, the controller
needs to constantly monitor the whole energy network to
check whether there exists network traffic changes. Once
traffic changes, the controller records the change and pre-
pare to update routing strategies. It adds a suitable traffic
monitoring to avoid unnecessary alteration of severs in
data center, which may result in more energy consumption
in EI communication. This algorithm introduces a thresh-
old in the amount of network traffic. If the traffic is more
than the threshold, all servers in data center connected to
the routers will be turned on to enable bidirectional com-
munication between routers and controllers, where routers
send information to the controllers, and the controllers
transmit decisions to routers. Otherwise, only one server
in data center needs to run. Such algorithm can provide an
efficient and energy-saving environment in EI communica-
tion system.

3.3.2 Energy-Efficient Routing in CR

Various wireless communication technologies have been
widely applied into EI communications, resulting in the
spectrum scarcity issue. Therefore, CR technologies [151]
are applied in EI communication network due to its advan-
tages in efficient spectrum resource allocation [60]. The idea
of using CR in different application scenarios has been
appeared for many years, such as WSN [152], D2D commu-
nications [153], and smart grid [156]. Robert et al. [157] stud-
ied the architecture, algorithms, and hardware tested in the
application of CR.

Khan et al. [61] presented several ways to integrate CR
based communication technology into the EI according to
different areas. In the user area, a cognitive energy router
acts as a central node to establish links between various devi-
ces or terminals in EI, realizing a bi-directional communica-
tion [62]. In the grid area, energy consumption data is often
transferred from users to the utility center. In this process,
cognitive energy router acts as the access point (a central
node) tomake a single-hop connectionwith cognitive energy
routers in the user area. In a larger geographic area, the cog-
nitive energy router in grid area behaves as a cognitive node
to make communication with the control center linked with
CR base stations. This method can realize large communica-
tion coverage and real-time transmission [63], [64].

Yu et al. [65] proposed an adaptive dynamic program-
ming (ADP) approach to optimize the quality of service
(QoS) in EI communication network using the CR technol-
ogy. Users are assigned with different priorities according to
their roles and circumstances in EI communication network.
If urgent information needs to be transferred, the correspond-
ing user’s priority will be upgraded. Then, the approach
schedules spectrum resources and channels to complete
data transmission according to users’ priorities. The ADP
approach can evaluate the transmission delay by studying
the users’ behaviors and adjust the scheduling mechanism to
minimize transmission delay in EI communication network.

3.3.3 Cellular Networks Structure

Existing cellular network topology consists of multiple cells,
allowing data flow transmission from cell to cell without
interruption [66]. Based on different distributed energy
resources, load regions, and management regions, cellular
networks structures may formulate, consisting of many sub
units for tight cooperation and high-quality communication.
Cellular network technology can be employed to enable
wide area communication in EI [67].

Kalalas et al. [68] proposed to enhance EI communication
using device-to-device (D2D) communications that establish
direct transmission links between end-devices in cellular
networks. Intelligent device can take advantage of cellular
resources and exchange information directly without pass-
ing cellular base stations in EI. Status information and con-
trol instructions approaching the grid area are able to
acquire quicker response. he proposed LTE-D2D technology
can be effectively applied in the grid area to manage real-
time status of energy devices and acquire detailed pricing
information with low latency and high reliability.

Bu et al. [69] designed a system based on Stackelberg
game model to cut down operational expense and

Fig. 10. The architecture of SDN based on EI [57].
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greenhouse gas emission in green wireless cellular commu-
nication. This system contains coordinated multipoint
(CoMP) communication, demand-side management (DSM)
[155], and the electricity consumption model. CoMP coordi-
nates the active base stations that decide how much electric-
ity retailers can purchase in EI via concerning the pollutant
level and the offered price of every retailer. It can also
enlarge the coverage of dynamic base stations and guaran-
tee acceptable QoS in cells whose base stations are closed
during a low activity time in cellular communication. DSM
is introduced to shift the electricity consumption and reflect
demand response for users in cellular communication. Mul-
tiple DSM programs work together to reduce greenhouse
gas emission and minimize the cost for electricity users.

3.4 Solutions to Congestion

Based on the various communication technologies, EI is a
widely network and a large amount data will be generated
in various loads, requiring the support from the advanced
big data technology. EI communication system will face the
challenge of congestion problem in data transmission and
energy routers. For instance, with the expansion of the real-
time monitoring system, a large number of multi-source
heterogeneous data is transmitted simultaneously, thus
forming huge data streams. Similarly for energy routers,
limit capacity cannot be satisfied for the various advanced
functions. Therefore, designing the distribution mechanism
of EI data according to the requirement of reliability and
effectiveness on EI communications is necessary. Wang
et al. [158] discussed challenges of big data transmission in
EI and discussed the scientific problems of the key technolo-
gies to be resolved.

In the designs of energy routers, there is also equipped
with information processing module to realize the function
of data computing. On the one hand, the received data can
be filtered for redundant information and. One the other
hand, designing efficient information processing architec-
ture is also necessary and the useful information can be sent
to the appropriate control unit. In addition, design of infor-
mation model also deserves some attention, responsible for
the orderly and efficient mobility of various kinds of infor-
mation. Cao et al. [28] provided a diversity scheme of infor-
mation support layer, including interface diversification,

multi-module parallel processing, and optimal selection of
information. Through the diversity technology, various
communication channels can be cooperative, improving the
transmission efficiency and guaranteeing the data quality.

4 CYBER SECURITY THREATS AND DEFENSE

ADVANCES

In this section, we are motivated to investigate the security
issues in EI. As the EI system consists of many subsystems,
each of which has its specific communication security prob-
lems. We will discuss these security issues, mainly from the
aspects of security requirements, existing potential solu-
tions and open problems for future studies.

4.1 Overview of EI Security

The EI system consists of some regional control centers,
which include data acquisition control, power system oper-
ations, power market operations, data management opera-
tions and metering systems [9], [91], [154]. It needs
collection, transmission, analysis and decision on real-time
dynamic information for distributed cooperation and con-
trol operations. Therefore, it contains several subsystems,
namely advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) system,
energy management system (EMS), distribution manage-
ment system (DMS), wide area measurement system
(WAMS) and network communication, as shown in Fig. 11.

4.1.1 AMI in EI

As a key factor in the EI system, AMI reflects the integration
of power grids, communications and information infra-
structure. AMI mainly consists of several components:
smart meter, metering data management system (MDMS)
and data concentrator unit (DCU) [92], [93].

� Smart meter: Smart meter is an intelligent measuring
device which can record energy usage information
in detail dynamically and provide consumers for
references [94]. Consumers can make some adjust-
ments according to the real-time energy consump-
tion data. Smart meter can effectively improve
energy sources utilization which is of great signifi-
cance in AMI system [95], [96], [97]. However, some

Fig. 11. EI security system.
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information about energy usage habits, such as
energy consumption, the period of the electric appli-
ances usage might be acquired by the unauthorized
third parties. The data should be kept on the private
devices in AMI system so that the actions of theft,
smashing and physical harm could be prevented.
The major issue is how to establish a completed pro-
tection system to protect the data confidentiality in
smart meter. It is also important to update smart
meter and record the changes instantly in case of
damages in AMI system.

� MDMS: MDMS is a core part in AMI system which is
responsible for deep processing, storage, and analy-
sis of data. MDMS provides valid addresses for users
to retrieve information according to data types [98].
MDMS ensures completeness of information system
and accuracy of data flow. It shall be with high fault-
tolerance such that the system can still work well
even in some extreme circumstances where some EI
links or the communication network is down.

� DCU: DCU collects the data from smart meter and
then transfers them to MDMS. Cyber attacks on DCU
have similar impacts to that on the smart meter in
AMI system. If DCU is out of control, it will lead to
power failure on millions of consumers. As a result,
the security of DCU is also a non-ignorable issue [99].

4.1.2 EMS and DMS

EMS mainly includes supervisory control and data acquisi-
tion (SCADA), automatic gain control (AGC) and power
estimation subsystem. DMS consists of distribution automa-
tion system (DAS), geographic information system (GIS),
and demand side management (DSM) [100]. SCADA is
regarded as a critical part to monitor and control substa-
tions in remote which can offer reliable supply and decrease
operating expenditure. However, how to ensure the confi-
dentiality and security of the data channels in EMS and
DMS is still a problem to be solved.

4.1.3 WAMS

WAMS consists of phasor measurement units (PMUs),
acting as real-time key data collector. SCADA cannot

accurately make response to the running state of EI system
while WAMS does well in real-time data collection and
measurements in a wide area [101]. At present, many coun-
tries have gradually promoted WAMS to replace conven-
tional SCADA. WAMS can be the basis of early warning
analysis, which plays an important role in different kinds of
emergencies [102]. Besides, with the capability of real-time
information acquisition, it is also beneficial to the work effi-
ciency promotion and consumption minimization [103].
With the development of WAMS, the industry has focused
more on the security policy of WAMS to provide protection
for substation communication network, wide area informa-
tion and integrated network in EI system.

4.1.4 Communication Network

EI communication system is a heterogeneous and hybrid
infrastructure containing various intelligent devices. EI
communication network uses wired and wireless technolo-
gies. In wired communication, power line communication is
mainly used for less deployment cost [104]. However, it
also exists some hidden dangers. For example, PLC can not
meet the increasing data rates, and PLC might become
unavailable upon power failure. Wireless communication in
EI system mainly contains: cellular communication net-
work, cognitive radio network and wireless sensor network
[64], [65]. Wireless communication is available during
power failure. However, it will result in hack, forgery and
destroy, once malicious terminal is connected to EI [105].
Currently, evaluating software and programs, which are
designed for a single communication network and stan-
dard, faces great challenges in EI communication system.
Therefore, it is urgently needed an effective security policy
to reduce attacks on communication network.

4.2 Solutions

In this section, we provide several state-of-the-art solutions
on EI security issues, as shown in Table 5.

4.2.1 Informatization

One of the notable features of EI is informatization that radi-
cally changes themanners of power generation, transmission
and consumption in existing power grid. At the same time,

TABLE 5
Solutions of EI Security

Key Technologies Related Works Solutions

Informatization Y. Wang et al. [114] Set up a information security standard architecture based on existing
hierarchical system.

AMI Security

F. Steffen et al. [115] Improve security algorithms and mechanisms in IEC62353 for AMI.
B. Lu et al. [116] Propose a Bloom key agreement mechanism to make security

assessment.
Y. Yu et al. [117], [118], [119] Connect AMI with ADO, ATO, AAM for detection, location and

monitoring.

Energy big data sucurity F. Ye et al. [123] Develop ICT framework based on a secure cloud computing, adding
identity based encryption scheme.

Defense system

C. Ten et al. [124] Create a novel anomaly detection model for substations in online
network.

Y. Mo et al. [126] Summarize an algorithm to defense against replay attacks to ensure
stability.
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EI system is therefore increasingly influenced by computer
viruses, logic bombs and Trojan attacks from the Internet.
We need to study effective information security in order to
increase the system security level after informatization.
Many issues should be carefully considered, including secu-
rity management, security policy and security technology
[26]. The significance of EI information security system lies
in the full control of the running state of the entire network,
requiring superior communication channels and compre-
hensive terminal acquisition applications.With the construc-
tion of EI information security system, it can greatly improve
transmission efficiency and optimize resource allocation in
the process of information security protection, providing a
solid foundation for realizing the informatization of EI.

EI information security includes information acquisition
security, transmission security and processing security. In
information acquisition process, we often use short-distance
wireless communication to protect information security,
which provides key management, such as master key, link
key and network key, for data encryption. It is mainly used
to protect measurement data in EI system. During the trans-
mission process, base station adopts responsive authentica-
tion protocols to certificate the identity of mobile users, in
order to prevent information leakage caused by unautho-
rized use of communication resources. In information proc-
essing, we need to backup data periodically, so that data
integrity and availability could still be guaranteed even
when equipments are attacked or damaged.

Currently, in regard to cyber attacks, information inte-
gration platform has been built gradually based on the
development of informatization technology in EI. At the
same time, we have also built standardized management
system and unified standards of information security pro-
tection system in EI. In addition, security management sys-
tem and resource planning application system are designed
to improve operation and management in EI. Wang et al.
[114] set up an information security standard architecture.
They argue that the new generation grid system is charac-
terized by informatization, automatization and interactive.
They also discussed information security threats and pro-
tection demands from different layers containing master
station system layer, remote communication network layer,
terminal layer and cross layer. Based on the existing hierar-
chical models and outlines, they carried out a more compre-
hensive and promising information security standard
framework, mainly consisting of business information secu-
rity standards and general information and communication
security standards. It can greatly upgrade security in EI sys-
tem from various dimensions, such as energy generation,
energy transmission, energy distribution, utilization and
many other aspects.

4.2.2 AMI Security

As a result of the existing various stakeholders, the interac-
tive and relatively open environment, it is bound to increase
the information security risks in AMI system [106], [107].
The international electrotechnical commission (IEC) empha-
sizes that corresponding solutions to the security risks in
AMI system shall be studied [108]. Currently, the academic
field, power operators and regulars are all involved in
studying the security issues in AMI system, including safety

risks analysis and assessment, intrusion detection system
applications, and practical security scheme, etc [109], [110].

AMI collects and analyzes real-time electricity price, elec-
tricity load demand response and other energy using data.
As a result, attacks to AMI system may result in the leakage
of consumers’ energy using habits and power enterprise
management information. It gives chances to malicious
users for tampering with energy using data, for industrial
espionage to steal competitor’s power consumption data to
implement the hacker attacks [78]. Thus, it is urgent to pre-
vent the data tampered, power theft and many other mali-
cious attacks to guarantee the integrity, confidentiality and
accuracy of smart metering data flow in AMI system.

In AMI, the information security standard IEC 62353 has
been designed and improved [115]. This standard states the
potential threats and demands for security in AMI system.
The proposed security mechanisms mainly contain data
encryption technology, digital signature technology, mes-
sage digest technology, etc.

Lu et al. [116] proposed a Bloom key agreement mecha-
nism, containing a trusted third party (key distribution cen-
tre) in AMI system. This mechanism is carried out not only
to solve the limitation of computing and storage sources in
smart meters, but also to make analysis and assessment on
security. They introduced an anti-attack coefficient to exam-
ine the security level. Experiments showed that the pass-
word system may become invalid under the circumstance
that more than 60 percent nodes were breached. Further-
more, they utilized symmetric encryption algorithm and
grouping algorithm to protect the integrity and confidential-
ity of application data. This mechanism can effectively
reduce network burden, prevent hacker attacks and avoid
leakage of energy using habits, which is vital for both com-
mon users and power enterprises in AMI system.

In addition, AMI is also designed to connect to other sys-
tem modules, such as advanced distribution operation
(ADO), advanced transmission operation (ATO), advanced
asset management (AAM), to realize tampering detection,
fault location, power quality monitoring, demand response
to guarantee the security [117], [118], [119].

4.2.3 Energy Big Data Security

With boost growing of data generation, big data has become
more and more popular in research community universally.
Many emerging and effective big data technologies, as well
as the supporting technologies, are proposed and actually
applied, such as cloud computing, data clustering, data deep
mining, machine learning, stream data processing. It is an
innovative andpromising idea to utilize big data technologies
in EI system. Exploring the power of big data, we can con-
struct an energy big data management in EI system to pursue
the goal of efficiency, scalability, economics and harmony.
Energy big data intends to exploit universal data from differ-
ent sources, such as metering data, energy using data, elec-
tricity price data, weather forecast data, business data, social
media data, government data, health data [111]. The diversity
in these data sources implies the huge potential of energy big
data. However, at the same time, it may bring potential risks
in EI system due to the untrusted or semi-trusted data. In
addition, public cloud offers a highly active platform to pro-
cess and store energy big data, but it is not good to the
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security and privacy because of its inherent multi-tenancy
nature [112]. Thus, we are motivated to take some actions to
guarantee a secure energy big data environment.

Big data technology recently has become a emerging
research topic. Big data technology covers data acquisition,
data processing, data analysis, data interpretation, data
transmission, etc. As we have known, it is significant to
introduce big data technology into EI system [120]. How-
ever, a secure energy big data environment shall always be
pursued. To this end, energy big data encryption measures
shall be taken into consideration [121], [122].

Ye et al. [123] developed an information and communica-
tion technology framework based on a secure cloud comput-
ing. It is designed to forecast energy and price which benefit
both power generators and personal users to carry out
energy generation arrangements or make consumption
adjustments in advance. The proposed ICT framework
works in private networks, local area networks and public
Internet. At the user side, the smart meters monitor real-time
energy consumption data from smart devices through local
area network, then the metering data are transmitted to the
provider side across private networks. At the provider side,
as the result of the limited utilization resources and low com-
puting capacity, the local control centers work at pre-proc-
essing the raw metering data, and then upload the pre-
processing metering data to public cloud control center
across public Internet. The public cloud control center has
various large volume of data and information sources benefi-
cial for the forecast, including metering data, business data,
social network, weather forecast, stock markets forecast, etc.
Using cloud computing and big data analytics, more credible
energy forecast can bemade. However, the public cloud con-
trol center may exist security risks due to its inherent
untrusted characteristic. To prevent privacy leakage in pub-
lic cloud control center, a trusted party named the private
key generator (PKG) has been introduced. The authors pro-
posed to add identity based encryption (IBE) methodology
to the ICT framework for EI security. IBE defines arbitrary
identities like IP address as user’s public key. The data can
be decrypted under the circumstance that the identities
matched [120]. Local control center encrypts the pre-proc-
essed data into ciphertext, and then transfers to public cloud
control center to decrypt by IBE. They also utilized identity
based sign-cryption scheme to protect the energy forecast
data whichwas offered to the power generators.

4.2.4 Trusted Active Defense System

Malicious attacks like eavesdropping and jamming often
happen in EI system because some untrusted devices or
equipments may pass the authentication. Once they have
access to the system, they may eavesdrop on packets or sig-
nals being sent across EI system. Another type of eavesdrop-
ping is masquerading as legitimate nodes, which could
receive private information from other legitimate nodes.

To strengthen the physical layer security in EI system, we
shall ensure that malicious devices are not able to decode the
packets. In addition, we need to study the behavioral pattern
ofmalicious nodes to detect anomaly and eliminate the inside
security attack behaviors timely. It is a challenging work and
requires the tight cooperation of security monitoring system
and real-time analysis system for intrusion detection.

Security monitoring system takes initiative supervision
methods to implement monitoring across whole network
operation in EI. At the same time, real-time analysis system
makes dynamical analysis on the monitoring operational
behavior and judges whether exists malicious intrusion.
The above steps form a trusted defense system highly
needed for security in EI [113].

Facing massive malicious attacks and intrusion, defense
system is proposed widely to prevent substations failure,
power outage and other electric catastrophes in EI system.
Ten et al. [114] created a novel anomaly detection model for
substations in existing on-line networks. This model can be
applied in multiple substations environment and deal with
massive intrusions simultaneously so as to build a powerful
EI defense system. The anomaly detection algorithm focused
on solving cyber-attacks like Night Dragon [115] greatly
related to intelligent energy infrastructure control systems,
attempting to investigate the malicious characteristics in
temporal events, such as changes of file system, changes in
status and setting of target system, and invading intentions.
The malicious intrusion footprints were ultimately collected
systematically based on temporal incidents in substation net-
works. In addition, an impact factorwas introduced to evalu-
ate how substation failure affects the whole EI system. This
model contributes for setting up a new monitoring and
defensemechanism for cyber security in EI system.

Mo et al. [116] introduced an algorithm to defense
against replay attacks based on the combination of cyber
security policies and system-theoretic security policies in EI
system. Replay attacks record measurement data sequences
and then maliciously repeat the sequences, and often hap-
pen in EI system. For instance, Stuxnet employed replay
attacks to intrude large number of equipments in Iran
nuclear power station and caused massive damages [21].
The proposed defense system based on the summarized
algorithm introduces a controller, a detector and an estima-
tor to analyze emergency and detect bad measurement
data. It is designed to upgrade efficiency to detect replay
attacks and ensure the stability in the circumstances where
no attacks happen in EI system.

5 THE STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS OF ENERGY

INTERNET

In order to realize the vision of EI communications enabled
by technologies mentioned above, it is essential that we
have a whole set of integrated communications standards
and protocols. In EI, many significant functions required
the relevant protocols to support them, such as efficient
energy transmission, accurate energy measurement, net-
work optimization, and network operation management. In
addition, for satisfying the customized demand, supporting
the interactive real-time communication protocols is the key
for guaranteeing the energy production and load balance.
Thus, the standards and protocols of EI should be satisfied
the following basic functions: two-way communications,
interoperability for advanced energy applications, reliable
and secure communications in end-to-end, and the capabili-
ties against the potential cyber-attacks. This section summa-
rizes the existing standards and protocols for constructing
EI and then introduces the new standard for EI.
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5.1 Existing Standards and Protocols

� Smart Meters Communications in European: The
European Commission released Mandate M/441
EN to development a comprehensive standard for
smart meter communication [160]. In addition, the
management of the standardization work of M/
441 was set by smart meters coordination group.
A number of significant standards include various
aspects of smart meting. For instances, the interfa-
ces and information content are specified by IEC
61968-9 for the reading and control of smart
meters. The grid communication systems are built
through CEN TC 294 for remote reading of smart
meters.

� E-Energy Program in German: E-Energy Program
consists of six model regions in German and identi-
fied a set of standards for eight topics. The ICT infra-
structure was inserted into German electricity
system and a number of existing standards were
connected to decentralized energy generation, trans-
port grids, energy quantity measurement and end
consumption [161].

� Worldwide Standardization: The IEEE P2030 project
focuses on interpretability of energy technology and
ICT. There are three tasks: power systems, informa-
tion systems, and communication systems. IEEE
1701 and IEEE 1702 have been introduced by IEEE
Standards Association, creating a multi-source plug
and play environment for various devices communi-
cations [162], [163].

Besides the standardization mentioned above, several stud-
ies are developed for the use of standards. Table 6 summa-
rizes various standards with a short description.

5.2 ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880

Already, there are a variety of protocols and standards in
the recent power grid. However, each protocol or standard
can only accomplish a certain functional side of EI. There-
fore, an open extensible data exchange standard is now
urgently required. ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880 is developed for
this need [165]. The full name of ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880 is
ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880-2015 Information technology. Ubiqui-
tous green community control network protocol, which is
used as the basic communication architectures and proto-
cols for demand side in EI. It is developed for the effective
solutions of consistency problem of terminal access, and the
loose coupling and hierarchy of data acquisition, data
access, data transmission, data storage, and data analysis.
The connection among billions of meters and network can
be implemented, while mass data produced by these equip-
ment can be standardized.

ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880 uses standardized communica-
tion interfaces, data formats, and communication proto-
cols to support remote information transmission in the
wide area network based on TCP/IP. The various exist-
ing non-IP network is compatible through multi-protocol
gateway and the scale of applications and deployments
are guaranteed by the integration of heterogeneous net-
works [166].

ISO/IEC/IEEE 1880 defines the following entities: gate-
way, storage, application service element, and registrar, as
shown in Fig. 12. One of the main goals of this standards is
to achieve inter-operability between different network com-
ponents. Hence, the gateway, storage, and application unit
are abstracted as component, which has the same interface.
To be specific, registrar is responsible for the management
information query (similar to DNS). Gateway is responsible
for the data acquisition. Storage is responsible for data stor-
age, also named as real-time database and application is
responsible for completing various end user applications.

Moreover, ISO/IEC/IEEE 1880 also defines two kinds of
communication protocols, including the communication
protocols between components and the communication pro-
tocols between component and registrar. The communica-
tion protocol of ISO/IEC/IEEE 1880 belongs to the
application layer in the OSI protocol, thus many LAN tech-
nologies can be supported, such as Powerline, WiMAX,
Bluetooth, UWB, 3G/4G/LTE, 802.11. As a result,

Fig. 12. The architecture of ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880 [141].

TABLE 6
Overviews on Communication Standards [164]

Standard Description

EDIXL Market communication for Germany
IEC TS 62351 data and communication security
ZigBee/HomePlug
Smart Energy Profile

Home Area Network (HAN) Device
Communications and Information
Model

OpenHAN Home Area Network device commu-
nication, measurement, and control

IEC 61850-7-410 Distributed Energy Communication,
DMS, DER, EMS

IEEE C37.118 Phasor measurement unit (PMU)
communications

IEC 62325 Market communications using
common information model

IEC 60870 Communication protocol
IEC 61851 EV-Communication, Smart Home,

e-Mobility
IEC 61400-25 Wind Power Communication, EMS,

DMS, DER
IEC 60870-6/TASE.2 Inter-control center communications,

TASE.2 Inter Control Center
Communication, EMS,DMS

IEEE 1547 Physical and electrical inter-
connections between utility and
distributed generation
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ISO/IEC/IEEE 1880 focuses on the data transmission in EI,
neglecting the security of data transmission.

Considering the limitations of ISO/IEC/IEEE 1880, ISO/
IEC/IEEE 1881 [167] and ISO/IEC/IEEE 1883 [168] are
developed for complement in the areas of network manage-
ment and network security.

6 CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we present open challenges in the EI commu-
nications, from the aspects of complexity, efficiency, reliabil-
ity, and security, which are summarized in Fig. 14.

6.1 Complexity

Power system is a complex physical systemwhich consists of
the real-time generation, transmission, distribution, and con-
sumption of electrical power. The energy flow is character-
ized with many complex physical properties, such as high
dimension, nonlinear, time-invariance, and multiple cou-
pling. The communication systems consist of a large amount
of packets and the optimization of communication networks
remains to be a tough issue. Combing these two systems, the
researches on reliability and safety will become more com-
plex. Luo et al. [70] proposed a distributed EI communication
system called systems of system (SoS), consisting of a group
of large-scale, complex and concurrent communication sys-
tems, in which each member has unique ability and should-
ers different missions. They can manage themselves and run
independently, as well as change their characteristics under
different circumstances. Prince et al. [71] proposed a distrib-
uted computer control system (DCCS) for distributed EI
communication. It can control communication devices, mon-
itor their performance and change their configurations. Due
to its inherent complexity, Various challenges in modeling,
analyzing and designing an efficient communication infra-
structure need to be addressed.

� A new grid interface is needed to allow plug and
play of energy supply and demand, anywhere and
anytime.

� A communication infrastructure needs to be built
that allows the real time management of energy sup-
ply and demand though distributed grid intelligence
software [72], [73].

� Local grids can be completely isolated from the main
grid and continue to operate autonomously based on
renewable energy.

� Stable power supply needs to be provided and
improve energy efficiency of the system, which
requires a real-time information and communication
system that can detect events like power failure in
the EI system [74], [75].

6.2 Efficiency

Modern communication and information technology is pro-
posed to construct a communication infrastructure that pro-
vides coordinated monitoring and controlling functions in
EI system. Such a communication infrastructure needs to
provide instant and efficient bidirectional communication
among distributed renewable energy sources, energy stor-
age devices, and individual energy loads. It requires quick
responses to energy demands and efficient data processing
ability. EI needs to collect and analyze all kinds of real time
data, including static data, graphic interaction data, and
business information integrated data, so as to improve the
efficiency. The challenges are as follows:

1) Optimization of Energy Scheduling. Building an efficient
network for resource optimal allocation is the key content
in the EI communication. Miao et al. [76] addressed that
complicated tradeoffs exist between every user’s perfor-
mance and the entire energy network as the result of lim-
ited communication resources. For example, various
electrical components, domestic appliances, and radio sys-
tems all work in the 2.4 GHz band at the same time. They
proposed a flexible cross-layer optimization methodology
for energy savings, which considers time, frequency and
circuit resources in energy scheduling. Pedrasa et al. [77]
created a decision-support tool to optimize electrical
energy service and schedule distributed energy resources
for the maximization of net benefits. In this tool, improved
particle swarm optimization(PSO) algorithm is used due to
its capability to perform near-optimal schedules during
controllable computation times.

In addition, both traditional communication networks
and EI have to be confronted the network congestion prob-
lem. In EI, due to the congestion issue, the transmission effi-
ciency of both information flow and energy flow will

Fig. 13. Safety interface of ISO/IEC/IEEE 18883 [141].
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dropped sharply. Lin et al. [140] studied routing strategy in
EI considering both energy transmission congestion and
energy load balancing. However, this research is based on
an ideal routing model of EI. The differences between indi-
vidual energy routers cannot be completely ignored, result-
ing in increasing the complexity of this issue.

2) Distributed Cooperative Driving System. As the popular-
ity of electric vehicles, new communication technologies
emerge to handle challenges of distributed cooperative
driving system. The Chalmers team [78] in the 2011 Grand
Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) developed a coop-
erative driving system integrated into a Volvo S60 for low-
cost and efficient communication infrastructures. Kianfar
et al. [79] investigated the proposed cooperative driving sys-
tem in GCDC and provided simulation and experimental
results. The proposed cooperative driving system gathered
required measurements mainly from local built-in sensors,
added external sensors and the communication node. The
system’s output information are often transferred to vehi-
cle’s low-level controller, communication node and human-
machine interface. The system can enable real-time interac-
tion between the vehicle and the external hardware

modules as well as fuse information from different sensors
for estimation of state parameters. Xu et al. [80] designed a
flocking method based cooperative driving system for
automomous electric vehicles, which takes driving con-
straints and dynamic features into consideration. Partially-
linear kinematic model is applied in the proposed system
for reducing the computational burden and enhancing con-
trol performance.

6.3 Reliability

In EI system, energy router, renewable energy resources,
and self-healing control system should work in collabora-
tion to improve the reliability. We might encounter many
reliability challenges in EI system’s construction and
operation.

6.3.1 Reliability of Energy Routers

Energy router undertakes vital functions of energy dis-
patching and exchange to enforce the reliability in EI com-
munication. Cao et al. [81] proposed an energy router as the
core equipment in EI communication system that manages

Fig. 14. Challenges of EI communication.
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energy and information to satisfy the requirements of the
system operation, which is similar to the router behaves in
the Internet. Sanchez-Squella et al. [82] presented an energy
router design that dynamically manages energy flows. The
energy router should guarantee the quality of energy flow
to satisfy demands, as well as ensure that energy flows are
routed to the load properly. Furthermore, the energy router
needs to monitor the quality of the energy flow in real-time,
and make automatic adjustments safely and accurately to
construct a reliable communication infrastructure.

6.3.2 Self-Healing Control

Since EI contains various resources and information, we need
an intelligent and autonomous system tomanage critical pro-
cesses and assist peoplewith their busy tasks. The next gener-
ation self-healing control system shall be taken into
consideration because it can restore the system and return
back to normal state instantly when facing power failure in EI
communication [83], [84]. Jia et al. [85] studied the structure
of self-healing control in EI system, consisting of base layer,
support layer and application layer. They also defined nor-
mal mode, warning mode, critical mode, emergency mode
and recoverymode in energy network operation according to
self-healing capabilities. Zidan et al. [86] proposed a coopera-
tive multiagent framework to apply in the self-healing con-
trol in EI, which is designed to detect failures and perform
switching operations for the restoration of abnormal loads.
Gao et al. [87] investigated the basic theory to support self-
healing control of EI system, as well as discussed critical tech-
nologies including self-healing control process, device moni-
toring and network optimized reconstruction.

6.3.3 Renewable Energy Generation

EI generation equipment includes traditional energy gener-
ation and renewable energy generation. Yu et al. [88] stated
that renewable energy generation are in great need, includ-
ing wind power, hydroelectric power, solar thermal power,
biomass power, tidal power generation, etc. By comparison,
hydropower and biomass power are relatively more devel-
oped, while wind power, solar power, solar thermal power,
geothermal and tidal power still have many problems to be
solved. We mainly discuss the challenges in wind power
generation and solar photovoltaic.

Wind power has the most large-scale commercial devel-
opment prospects. When using wind power, we have to

transform wind energy into electrical energy that means the
output power is determined by the wind. Georgilakis et al.
[89] discussed technical challenges in wind power, includ-
ing the wind power impacts on system’s operating expendi-
ture, system dynamics, energy flow quality, energy
imbalances, and transmission planning.

As people raise the awareness of renewable energy and
solar photovoltaic systems, solar power technology pros-
pects can be very broad. Solar photovoltaic technology uses
semiconductor materials directly to convert solar energy
into electricity in order to improve efficiency. Singh et al.
[90] gave a comprehensive overview in the development
the solar power generation and further highlighted the
potential challenges in the power generation quality and
reliable applications. They addressed that the cost of photo-
voltaic power has not been reduced to an economic level,
and it required further improvement.

6.4 Security

Threats in EI can also be divided into two main categories:
natural threats and man-made threats, as shown in Table 7.
By analogously analyzing smart grid and EI, the challenges
will be encountered in the following aspects, i.e., equipment
safety, network security, privacy and key management,
data security, heterogeneity management, security manage-
ment, anomaly detection, and risk assessment.

6.4.1 Equipment Safety

In EI communication system, intelligent devices are utilized
to replace human beings to do some complex and danger-
ous jobs. If they are deployed in the unmanned monitoring
environment, information can easily be stolen and tampered
by attackers. At the same time, due to the technology imper-
fection in new equipment, there also exists problems which
may result in instability on the normal operations in EI com-
munication system. The operating system adopted by EI
communication system has undesirable natures such as
false logic design, system vulnerabilities or programming
errors [127]. When this operating system connects to the
Internet, deliberate illegal attackers will be able to pass
through these defects, bugs or errors to implant viruses that
may steal the important energy using data, or even control
and damage the whole EI communication system. Access to
the control operation often stems from computer platform,
USB disks, mobile hard disks, etc. As long as the

TABLE 7
The Security Threats to EI System

Security threats Examples Results

Natural threats Thunderstruck 1. Causing electromagnetic interference.
(like thunderstruck, Snowstorm 2. Affecting the accuracy of information.
snowstorm, windstorm, etc.) Windstorm 3. Damaging the EI, etc.

Integrity damage 1. Causing device misoperating, system parameter error, etc.
Non-infringement
Computer virus 2. Damaging the integrity,Communication outage privacy,

Man-made threats Communication outage reliability of the information.
Monitor 3. Affecting safe and stable operation.
Tampering
Camouflage intrusion 4. Bringing economic losses, etc.
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information carriers have infectious virus, the hackers can
launch malicious attacks on the whole EI communication
system. Therefore, A more robust EI security defense sys-
tem needs to be built to ensure the power equipment safety
in EI communication system.

6.4.2 Network Security

Due to various types of EI users and the widespread of
application scopes, energy network is at high risks in a
sense. Main threats [128] come from eavesdropping, inva-
sion, side channel attacks and denial of service (DoS)
attacks. In EI communication, illegal users may go into the
Internet information system and attack password system,
leading to the leakage of customers’ privacy. The behavior
of intercepting the transmission of information in network
will result in the chaos of the EI communication system. By
delaying, blocking or destroying the transmission and
exchanging of information between nodes in network, the
malicious users can cause congestion to the EI system.
What’s worse, it will lead to the network collapse [129],
[130]. During different research areas including the Internet,
wireless networks, and sensor networks, many work has
been investigated to deal with networking security issues.
An effective solution is to design the security standards,
such as the security capabilities in 802.11i, 802.16e, and
3GPP LTE to protect the routing security in wireless net-
works [142], the advanced encryption standard to protect
the sensor data in sensor networks [143]. However, these
solutions can only handle the security issues in a single
side. ISO/IEC18883 named IEEE Standard for Ubiquitous
Green Community Control Network: Security aims to deal
with the networking security in several aspects: data trans-
mission security, identity authentication, and some permis-
sions problems.

6.4.3 Privacy and Key Management

Fraud cases always exist, especially in the case of different
consumption energy sites (e.g., plug in hybrid electric vehi-
cle (PHEV)). One example was analyzed in the national
institute of standards and technology (NIST) report [131].
When both the landlord and the tenant have PHEVs, they
should be charged separately. To protect the privacy of the
tenant, communication between smart electric meter and
the PHEV need be via a secure attachment, i.e., energy serv-
ices communication interface. This interface is provided by
the utility company. Smart electric meter cannot allow any
third party to misuse or modify the collected using data.
Utilizing key management for access permission is another
good choice. Without the corresponding keys, it is impossi-
ble for unauthorized landlord to access and modify using
data from the tenant.

6.4.4 Data Security

Data security includes the safety itself and the protective
security. There is no standardized access permission mecha-
nism and rigorous certification measures in EI communica-
tion system. Therefore, it is easy to cause confusion, private
information leakage and data access mechanism modifica-
tion. Besides, the lack of powerful intelligent data storage

center and data backup measures can result in the data
management chaos and data recovering failure in EI com-
munication system after a disaster, etc [132], [133].

The innovation of EI communication technology is to
integrate the information network into the traditional power
grid. EI extends to every power supplier and every house-
hold. Therefore, EI access channels are varied, including
user homes, buildings, residential space, wireless communi-
cation, etc. Each access channel exists potential attacking
threats. The attacker may intercept data or illegal tampering
in any position. In addition, the information network exten-
sion also makes network isolation becomes very difficult.
This may bring a large number of illegal accesses and unau-
thorized external connections and cause more data security
issues in EI communication system.

6.4.5 Heterogeneity Management

EI is a distributed network system, which has a large num-
ber of connected devices. It is impossible to implement both
information and energy sharing via a unified platform and
model [134]. In heterogeneous EI communication system,
security for interoperability between different smart devices
or systems is necessary.

Each part of EI communication system has its own com-
munication technologies in order to satisfy the specific com-
munication requirements. It is a huge challenge to make
multiple heterogeneous communication technologies and
standards coexist in every part. For example, 4G/5G hetero-
geneous systems which can be used in EI communication
have the characteristics of complex network topology. Inevi-
tably, various interference problems may occur between the
protocols in EI system, and the systematic operation is more
vulnerable to be attacked. In order to strengthen the EI sys-
tem to avoid potential security risks, how to select the suit-
able information communication methodology that matches
energy and information transfer requirements is still a
emerging research. ISO/IEC18883 is designed based on
three principles: the utilization of mature security solutions,
the separation of certificate management and authorization
management, the compatibility of ISO/IEC18880 architec-
ture. In addition, the ISO/IEC18883 has also defined the
function of secure communication interface, as shown in
Fig. 13.

6.4.6 Security Management

The objects security management contains reasonable com-
munication spectrum utilization, handling transaction
request, providing auxiliary safety functions testing in EI
communication system. How to deal with large numbers of
intelligent devices and set up reliable and healthy coopera-
tion between them bring challenges to the monitoring and
maintenance for objects’ security management in EI system.
In addition, human beings have been actively involved in
EI communication system as well. The goal of human
beings security management is to monitor people’s unsafe
manners against illegal operations. However, how to better
manage and control human beings’ unrational behaviours
for security can be a great challenge in EI communication. A
more advanced safety management system targeting at
both objects and human beings shall be constructed.
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6.4.7 Anomaly Detection

In the traditional power grid, information and energy is
delivered to users in a one-way manner, and there is no
interaction between power grid and users. Since informa-
tion networks adopt special communication technologies
with strict physical isolation with external networks, secu-
rity risks are mainly from the internal network and termi-
nals, such as the spread of virus, abuse of terminal
resources, unauthorized accesses, information leakage, and
vandalism. However, in EI system, a digital network with
two-way communication is enabled between the grid and
the user, so that they are apt to be attacked since they are
directly exposed to malicious users. Recently, many
researches have studied anomaly detection in EI communi-
cation system. Chen et al. [135] found that traditional optical
fiber wiretapping detection method based on exploration of
light power changes is difficult to prevent eavesdropping
effectively. They studied different approaches of optical
fiber hacking and investigated a novel optical fiber eaves-
dropping detection technology to monitor real-time net-
work operations and build fast recovery strategy. Ten et al.
[136] designed an anomaly detection model to collect mali-
cious intrusion footprints on-line at the same time for multi-
ple substations, which is often employed in large-scale
intrusions environment. Mo et al. [137] used an algorithm
based on system-theoretic security strategies to investigate
emergency and detect bad measurement data in order to
deal with replay attacks in EI system. Wang et al. [138]
developed a deep data fusion model to deal with the risk
perception issues. Particularly, a machine learning method
based on kernel principal components analysis (PCA) is
proposed to explore possible risks from high-dimensional
data space in EI communication system.

6.4.8 Risk Assessment

The security threats at the user side becomes more and more
prominent, as the network boundary of EI communication
system extends to the user side. Various types of business ter-
minals are deployed in the unattended environment, resulting
in high possibility of violent intrusion, information leakage,
unauthorized access and illegal control. Thus, risk assessment
shall be taken into consideration. Zhao et al. [139] presented
an overall risk assessment framework in energy networks,
including financial risk assessment and engineering risk
assessment, especially under the circumstance of large-scale
renewable power generation. Risk assessment, as an indis-
pensable analytical method, should be paid more attention to
at the early stage of EI construction. First, for the power gener-
ation, we need to collect the operation state of the equipment
and release the risk information to help maintain the equip-
ment. Then, the transmission network should establish a com-
prehensive risk assessment system based on a secure
architecture to improve the automation level and enhance the
ability to deal with the faults. Moreover, such assessment sys-
tem shall interact with users actively, aiming at collecting the
information and issuing riskwarnings to users.

7 CONCLUSION

EI is a next generation grid formed by communication sys-
tem, power generation system, intelligent system, and

many green components. Among them, communication
system plays a critical role for effective and real-time energy
management between interconnected equipment and sys-
tems in EI. In this paper, we provide a complete overview
of EI communication system. We present the motivations
and communication infrastructure for EI. Energy routers,
energy storage devices, distributed renewable energy sour-
ces, and the loads are all actively involved in the communi-
cation network. In the EI communication system, we regard
energy router as a critical central coordinator to implement
renewable energy sharing and achieve real-time balance
between supplies and demands, differing from the commu-
nication in traditional power grid and SG. Then, we divide
EI communication system into energy routers, information
subsystem, and network subsystem. We investigate poten-
tial technologies to support in energy router, information
sensing and processing, and network operations. In addi-
tion, recent standardizations and some existing potential
security solutions based on the proposed requirements are
discussed. Finally, various challenges in both system design
and operations are paid active attention for constructing a
more healthy EI communication architecture.
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